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EVERWIN MATRIC. HR. SEC. SCHOOL
PRE – FAI-1QUIZ

STD: VII
Marks:12
tpil: Nehd;G
tpil: Njd;
tpil: Nkfk;

1.tpujk; vd;w nrhy;yd; nghUs; ____________
2.vq;fs; jkpo; nkhop _______Nghd;w nkhop MFk;
3.”Kfpy;” vd;gjd; kw;nwhU ngah; ____________
4.Gythpd; nrhy;Yf;fhfj; jd; jiyiaNa juj;Jzpe;j ts;sy;
tpil: Fkz ts;sy;
5.Ky;iyf;F Njh; nfhLj;jhd; ____________
tpil: Nts;ghhp
6.”jkpio” tof;F nkhop vd;gh; ____________
tpil: ,ul;il tof;F
7.kh> gyh> thio____________ MFk;
tpil: Kf;fdp
8.”fhL” ghlypd; gr;ir kapy; ____________
tpil: ebf;Fk;
9.Fw;wpaYfuj;jd; tiffd; ____________ MFk;
tpil: MW
10.nfhk;G vd;gjd; nghUs; ____________
tpil: fpis
11.A __________ is someone who suffers the effect of a crime
Ans:Victim
12.Say whether the following statement is true or false
Mr. Jones was a lawyer in the supplementary “Red Headed League”
Ans:False
13.Tom first groan woke up sid from his sound sleep on Monday morning.
Ans: False
14.An _________is an information we have that proves us that something
is true.
Ans:Evidence
15.Who did usha met in the Bazaar?
Ans:Her Aunt Lakshmi
16.Give a relationship term for the clue given
a)Kith and kin
Ans:Friends and Relatives
17.What are the buttons pressed by Grandme in the poem “The computer
swallowed Grandma”
Ans: control and Enter
18.There isn’t _____________(some/any) water in the glass
Ans:any
19.He took a ___________of the cake
Ans:Mouthful
20.How many coins does Mohsin had?
Ans: 15 coins
21.(-30)+ _____=60
Ans:+90
22.-44 + _____= -88
Ans: -44
23.(-10)x ______________=20
Ans:-2
24.The set of integers is not closed under ____________
Ans: Division
25.The Perimeter of a parallelogram whose adjacent sides are 6cm and
5cm is _______
Ans: 22cm
26.When the non-parallel sides of a trapezium are equal then it is known
as _________
Ans: isosceles trapezium

27.If the weight of one fruit box is 3 kg, the weight of 6 such
boxes is ____________
Ans: 21kg
28.If 40 workers can do a project work in 8 days, then _______ workers
can do it in 4 days.
Ans: 80
29. The sum of all angles at a point is ___________
Ans: 360
30.Give an example for an organism that reproduces by fragmentation
Ans:Spirogyra
31.What are the types of roots that are modified for mechanical support?
Ans: Proproot/Stilt root/Climbing roots
32.What are breathing roots also called ?
Ans: Pneumatophores
33.Name the plant that traps and eats insects?
Ans: Nepenthes/Venus flytrap/Pitchere plant
34.Which plant has sucking roots?
Ans: Cuscuta/Parasitic plant.
35.3.6 grains of silver amounted to a _________
Ans: Jital
36.An Italian traveler _______visited vijayanagar empire in 1420
Ans: Nicolo Conti
37._____________was the founder of vikramashila university
Ans: Dharmapala
38. The khandarya temple is in _______________
Ans: Madhya pradhesh
39.Civil equality implies equality of all before ______
Ans:Law
40.Equality means, absent of _________privileges
Ans :Social
41.__________is fixed in supply
Ans: land
42.________means want satisfying power of a product. Ans: Utility
43.__is the human input into the production process Ans: Labour
44. Seismology is the study of ______ Ans : Earthquake
45.The earthquake waves are recorded by an instrument known as ______
Ans: seismograph
46.An example for active volcano is ___________ Ans: Mauna Loa in hawaii
47.The area of a leaf can be measured using a ____
Ans:graphical method
48.Density of mercury is ___________
Ans:13.6 gms
49.The slope of the speed time graph gives _______
Ans:Acceleration
50.In. __________equilibrium its centre of gravity remains at the same
height when it is displaced
Ans: neutral
51.One cubic meter is equal to _________cubic centimeter
Ans:
52.One astronomical unit is equal to ______
Ans:1.496x
m

